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A virtual horse wiki

Use the yellow box above to type a keyword in search of A Virtual Horse is a horse game shaped like a virtual town where players can raise and train horses, work and compete in programs. Registration To play the game, one must have an email address, which will be verified as valid. This email address will be used to sign in to the game, once the
registration process is complete. To play the game, one must register a game account, a process that requires the person who wants to play the game, choose a horse to start with, select the player name and enter login details. Once registered, the user will be logged into the game and can start playing. Description: The game is a complex game and
understand it seems a bit overwhelming at first, which is why new players should have simple goals, like learning to advance to a level, or where to buy a horse. Here are some things to remember: Your horse is in your stable. You can buy and sell everything in trade. You can send mail at the post office. The fastest way to raise the level, is to enter your
horse in the show. What to do Different players have different objectives, but the original goal for all new players should be to slowly learn the game, while raising the level. It may not be too exciting at first to join the program, but it helps to learn how things work and the progressive levels that open up features in the game. Note Players are members of
guilds, they can chat or blog, they can have playing partners or friends. There are often - non-magical horses, like Arabic or Friesian and magical horse breeds like Unicorn and Pegasus. Links: Players, Horses, Parents, Credits, Programs, Guilds, Accounts, Jobs, Extra's and Formulas, Walkthrough Is a horse game, almost everything is about virtual horses
that players can raise, eguish and display. There are regular horses and magical horses. All breeds have a certain color and when the horse breeds, the color of the foal is created through the means of austrian genetics. Regular horse breeds More than 100 of the most popular horse breeds are present in the game and players can choose which breed they
want to breed. On AVH there are 3 types that these breeds have been divided by: Magical Horse Breeds Magic Horses are not real-life breeds, they are either mythical breeds, such as Unicorns, or are made up of varieties, such as Ponypeg or Winged Zebra. Magic Horse Magic Horse was purchased at Magic Shop. The magic horse retired at the age of 22.
Magic... Game Genetics is an essential part of the game. Learn how to create colors that help players combine the right colors, to get the desired combination of colors for foals. The farm is an area where players can interact with the game. Heading to the center of the building contains and makes ... are products obtained from a farm... AVH horses need to
be fed to be able to in the program, or breed the ... how to build photos and videos how to build on your farm: the farm comes with different landscapes: the first thing to... Click the link to watch the video (part 1) Click to watch the video (part 2) See part 1 first. Click here to watch the video (part 3) See part 1 &amp; part 2 ... Click here to watch the video. (part
4) See sections 1, 2 &amp; 3 ... Trading elements in the game. This is a guide just because the price will always be determined by toughness and demand. One item at a time ... How to buy a horse Step-by-step: Go to the intersection at the bottom of the screen. To buy from ... How to trade directly (dealing with friends) Steps: Click the Social button. Click.
Click Select ... Fair trading price. The basic amount is the complexity associated with production. For example iron, wood and water produced by buildings without ... Trade transaction costs are grouped as follows: You can trade 20 times the same items. It gets expensive when creating more trade, so wait... Magic items are used to improve the abilities of
horses and players, or simply to make things easier and faster. Players can get ... How to use magic items. Go to magic and choose the magic rewards tab. The items will tell you what they can do. ... DescriptionYou can find any player on the game with this list. You can... Horses can be sought by different factors: ... Steps through the search: go to the look
button at... Description: Here you can find other player arenas to train yourself or your horses. ... Jobs available do the following: Show training Tack do... There are two ways to find a job: Steps through Find: Go to Oops! I tried more than the maximum number of times to display the find+ logo, but then stopped, afraid of infinity. ... Friends Description: You
can make friends on AVH, friends are on social. Friends are an important part ... How to trade directly (trade with friends) Steps: Click Oops! I tried more than the maximum number of times to display the social+ logo, but then stopped, afraid of infinity. Social button. Click. Click Select ... Game Description: Different games available to play: Maple from
Hangman Memory Tic Tac Toe... Chat Chats can be accessed by enabled accounts. There are 2 specific tabs: Chat This is the default ... Moderation description: Moderators are adult players ensuring that the game is a safe environment for children. Players CANNOT become moderators. If a new executive ... Wheels Each account can collect one Token per
day. Steps: Go to Oops! I tried more than the maximum number of times to display the social+ logo, but then stopped, afraid of infinity. social button at ... Each account can collect one Token per day. Steps: Go to Very I tried more than the maximum number of times to display the social+ logo, but then stopped, afraid of infinity. social button at ... ... is a
popular activity on AVH, most players write or read them. Blogs can be found individually on the player ... How to use an Enter Arena show is the main way for players and horses to get... Click this link to watch the video. How to put the tack on a horse step: click on the horse. Click the action. Click on the change tack. ... AVH has more than 100 horse
breeds that players can choose from. {{Regular - no magic ... Once you are in level 7, you can start breeding your horses. If you have a qualified horse, you have to put it... Breed 1Breed 2Accepted through My Son Horse Thoroughbred American Horse Paint ... How to get food. There are three ways to get food. Food can be produced on you farm in a ...
Steps through Find: Go to Oops! I tried more than the maximum number of times to display the find+ logo, but then stopped, afraid of infinity. find the button at ... Number of horse breeds by number: The most commonly listed breeds are the least common. Destral - 3479 Appaloosa - 2878 ... How to buy a horse Step-by-step: Go to the intersection at the
bottom of the screen. To buy from ... These AVH horses love handling so much that they immediately get happier when they are eating them. A horse will eat... AvH horses need to be fed to be able to compete in programs, or breed... How to advance quickly How to earn coins There are different ways to earn coins: Enter shows to earn levels up coins.
Enter... Change layout Description: A layout is a personal page where you can talk about your game goals, horse games, post examples of horse pictures, etc... How to change a layout (image) Click on settings Click on the player Click change the layout Mark 'layout activated' ... Change the image: This is the image that will appear in your home. Where did I
find this? Click Settings at the top of the page. Change guild description: You will be able to change your guild for the first time at level 30. Where did I find this? Click Settings at the top of the page. {{change ... Create new players - Create new players. Location: Settings - Account Description: Each account can create up to 3 players. Use... XP stands for
Experience Points. The more XP a player or a horse has, the more experience they have. The more XP you have, ... Goldsmith Description: Goldsmith is a personal banker player. Players can set up an account here to manage coins. Players can deposit money, withdraw money and ... You'll be activated when the scroll bar is missing. Link: Guide, Video
tutorial From DominionStrategy Wiki Poor House, a virtual money card. Cryptocurrencies, also known as virtual currencies, refer to an Action card that provides purchasing power. Non-terminal virtual currency action classified as cantrip money or disappearing money based on whether they provide +Cards. Terminal virtual-coin Action almost never offers
+Cards. Come on, let's go. - Poor House offers good purchasing power in the floor without treasure, and poor house itself is a form of virtual currency. - Tactic strategists benefit from virtual coins played at the turn in which tactics are played; this strategy requires +Actions. First play the virtual money offer cards, and play Tactician as the ultimate action,
remove the hand, before making a purchase. Dual tactical strategies often depend heavily on this. Countermmediation - Virtual coin decks effectively fight pirate ships, as there are few or no targets for the Pirate Ship. We have to go. List of cards that offer virtual currency There is a large number of cards that offer virtual money. The italic tag has been
deleted. Fate cards offer virtual money when they reveal either. In addition, from Menagerie it is possible to turn most terminal withdrawal cards into virtual currencies and vice versa. We have to go. The card does not provide [edit] Event [edit] How [edit] Costs 0-1 [edit] Cost 2 - one of its possible options - in Treasury [edit] Costs 3 - one possible option [edit]
Cost 4 [edit] Cost 5 - in Treasury - in treasury - in Treasury - in Treasury [edit] Cost 6 + 6 +
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